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Sputter deposition of Mo-based multicomponent thin films from rotary targets:
experiment and simulation
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Sputter deposited Mo thin films play a key role in the manufacturing of modern flat

panel displays and microelectronic components. They are widely used as

source/drain electrodes, as gate material or as metallization layer for signal and data

bus lines. Annealing steps during production of devices can lead to oxidation and

discoloration of the Mo layer and an increase in electrical contact resistance to

adjacent (semiconducting) thin films. The alloying of Mo with Al and Ti prevents

surface oxidation of sputtered thin films without significantly changing electrical

resistivity and etching rate. Within this work, the sputter performance of a MoAlTi

target was investigated to correlate the processing conditions to material properties.

An industrial-scale in-line magnetron sputtering system with a rotatable MoAlTi target

was used to deposit a series of thin films on silicon wafers at different argon

pressures. The center of the substrate carrier was kept at a constant offset from the

target axis. The thin film thickness and chemical composition was evaluated for

substrates located at different positions. The morphology of surfaces and focused ion

beam prepared cross sections of the films were examined via scanning electron

microscopy, revealing two different types of surface topography: directly opposite the

target, a dense structure is predominant, while a change to a fine granular structure

was observed at extended distances. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy revealed

a depletion of Al in favor of Mo enrichment opposite the target and a reverse trend at

extended distances. The plasma used for sputtering was modeled after realistic target

geometries using S³M and served as input for subsequent SRIM scatter simulations.

These simulations allow to distinguish between a high flux regime with high-energetic

film forming species and a low flux regime with mainly thermalized species, leading to

different film structures and chemical compositions.
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